In this paper, we apply convex analysis to the problem of blind source separation (BSS) of non-negative signals. Under realistic assumptions applicable to many real-world problems such as multichannel biomedical imaging, we formulate a new BSS criterion that does not require statistical source independence, a fundamental assumption to many existing BSS approaches. The new criterion guarantees perfect separation (in the absence of noise), by constructing a convex set from the observations and then finding the extreme points of the convex set. Some experimental results are provided to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of independent component analysis (ICA) or blind source separation (BSS) has received wide attention in various fields such as biomedical signal analysis, speech enhancement, wireless communications and image processing [1] [2] . Most existing ICA or BSS algorithms were developed under certain assumptions on the sources; e.g., that the sources are statistically independent and nonGaussian. For instance, the fast fixed-point algorithm (also called the FastICA) [1] is based on the assumption that the sources are mutually independent with non-zero kurtosis (a fourth-order cumulant). The non-negative ICA (nICA) [3] is based on the assumption that sources are non-negative and mutually uncorrelated. However, this fundamental assumption, source independence, becomes problematic in many real world applications, such as biomedical imaging [4] and hyperspectral imaging [5] where sources can be correlated. Thus, many researchers exploit the non-negativity of both the sources and mixing matrix to develop their BSS algorithms. The non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [6] can be used to decompose the observation matrix as a product of two non-negative matrices (representing the source matrix and mixing matrix). However, the solutions to the NMF may be non-unique. Moreover, a method proposed by Wang et al. [7] [8], called the non-negative least-correlated component analysis (nLCA), extracts original (independent or correlated) sources by minimizing the correlation coefficient between two estimated sources.
This paper presents a convex analysis approach to BSS of nonnegative sources that are allowed to be dependent. 
where A is the mixing matrix which is unknown, and L is the data length and L » max{M, N}. Our BSS approach to be presented is based on the following assumptions which are motivated by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) applications:
(Al) ( 
Some Basic Concepts of Convex Analysis
We review two convex analysis concepts [9] , [10] 
Signal Affine Hull Characterization
With the aforedescribed convex analysis concepts, we see from the signal formulation in (3) and (A3) that xi C aff{s1, . . ., SN} (8) for all i = 1, ... , M. This leads to an interesting question whether the observations x1, ... , x m provide sufficient information to determine the source signal affine hull aff{s1, ... ., SN}. This is indeed possible, as described in the following lemma: Lemma 1. Suppose that (A3) and (A4) hold. Then, aff{s1, ...,SN} = aff{x1,..., xM}.
For N = 2, the affine hull is a line passing through s1 and S2; see Fig. 1 (a). The affine hull can always be represented by an affine set:
aff{sl,.. ,SN}= {X Cao+d a CR'} for some (non-unique) d C RL and C C RL X P. Here, C is assumed to be of full column rank and P represents the dimension of the affine set which must be less than N. For example, if {Sl, . . ., SN} is a linearly independent set, then P = N - Oisi i=l (7) for all 0 C IR+ , Ei=1 i = 1, and 0 7 ei foranyi(wheree is the unit vector with the ith entry being equal to 1). The set of extreme points of conv{s1, ... , SN} must be either the full set or a subset of {sl,. .. ., Sy}. In addition, if {Sl, ... ., Sy} is a linearly independent set, then the set of extreme points of conv{s s, ... , SN } is exactly {sl,... SN}.
The proof of Lemma 1 is omitted due to the page limit. Fig. l(b 
The idea behind is to find an (N -1)-dimensional affine set that has the minimum projection error with respect to the observations. At first glance, (11) is a nonconvex optimization problem, but in fact it can be solved analytically as stated in the following proposition: The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Section 7. We should add that the affine set fitting solution in Proposition 1 works for M = N as well. Moreover, in the presence of noise the affine set fitting would serve as a favorable way for noise reduction, since it provides a best affine set that achieves the minimum data fitting error. 
and the set ofall its extreme points is {S1, ... ., SN}.
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in Section 7. Lemma 2 gives the important implication that perfect blind separation can be done by identifying the extreme points of the signal convex set S.
Given the observations, we only know from (10) and (15) Case B: N = 3. In Fig. 2 , we can see that there are three faces forming the boundary of f, and that identifying any 2 faces will be sufficient to determine one extreme point. An extreme point search algorithm is then as follows.
Step 1. Given an arbitrary vector ri C 1R2 and setting r2 =-ri, find the indices associated with two of the faces by ki arg min{ -d/cl Tri cTri < 0, n = 1, ..., L} (22) for i 1, 2.
Step 2. Obtain the first extreme point
Step 3. Set r3 =-,. Find the third face by (22) for i 3.
Step 4. Obtain the other two extreme points 
EXPERIMENTS
In this experiment, we perform fifty independent runs (i.e., use fixed sources to generate the mixtures with random mixing matrices) with the proposed method and three existing algorithms, nLCA [8] , nICA [3] , and NMF [6] for performance comparison. Assume that sj is the estimated source of sj (with permutation ambiguity artificially removed). The mean-removed correlation coefficient between the true sources sj and the extracted sources sj defined as [8] Table 1 . The performance (averaged mean-removed correlation coefficient p) of the proposed method, nLCA, nICA and NMF for the human face image simulation.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have developed a new blind separation criterion for non-negative sources by a convex analysis approach. This approach is deterministic and geometry-based, requiring no source independence assumption. Based on the new criterion (Theorem 1), a BSS method (for N = 2 and N = 3) has been proposed. Some experimental results reveal that the proposed BSS method outperforms nLCA, nICA, and NMF. As future directions, we shall consider extension to the case of N > 3 and investigate relaxations of the assumptions made in the paper. is not an extreme point (contradiction). So, all ai must be extreme points of F.
